Welcome to Lawyering in the Digital Age— It’s 24/7,
marketing driven and internet enabled.
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In other words, you must have a 24-7 presence on the
internet—posting updates on social media, blogging
every week, have up to date listings on every online
attorney directory, and tweets lined up in advance and
going from your office at least 5 times a day.
And that is just the marketing side--The ABA recently
published an article (online of course) that outlined 10
non marketing reasons that lawyers should use social
media.
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Dangers of a 24/7 world:
Temptation to use inappropriate means of
communication
Revealing client confidences while selfpromoting
Advertising that doesn’t meet ethical
standards
Fee splitting in the world of listing services.
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And lastly, coping with all of the above and
saying safe.
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Take a step back and remember why all of this matters:
From Preamble to the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct:
8. The legal profession has a responsibility to assure that its regulation is undertaken
in the public interest rather than in furtherance of parochial or self-interested
concerns of the bar, and to insist that every lawyer both comply with its minimum
disciplinary standards and aid in securing their observance by other lawyers. Neglect
of these responsibilities compromises the independence of the profession and the
public interest which it serves.
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First—the Rules
And remember:
A violation of any of the Ethics Rules can result in a grievance, and grievances can
come from:
-clients
-other lawyers
-the State Bar
-the State Bar Advertising Review Committee (ARC)
-the general public
Also See Rule 5.03 Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants
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Technology and new forms of communication, like texts and social media messaging
bring new risks—whether the communications are with clients or with other lawyers.
The Risk here is the temptation to use inappropriate means of communication
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The Rules have not changed, but applied to new forms of communication routinely
use by clients and required to be used with opposing counsel and the Courts, we have
to ask new questions to not run afoul of the Rules:
Two Rules each with their own distinct set of issues: Part (a) begs the question: Is the
communication form Secure? Did they get it? Did you get what they sent you? Will I
have a copy? Can I prove I sent it? Will it be preserved?
Part (b) is more complex but possibly more important, since it addresses the actual
content of the advice from the attorney to the client and you have to ask yourself: Is
the form of communication Appropriate for the content? Does it say all you need to?
Will it be taken seriously by the client? And again, because of its importance--Will it
be preserved?
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Part (a) keep the client reasonably informed and
promptly comply with requests for information.
What does it mean to the client for us to ”promptly
comply?”
In the world of 24/7 lawyering---you are Amazon
to your clients – and they want you available 24/7
with perfect recall of all their needs and next day
delivery if ordered within the next 4 hours and 20
minutes.
How is this possible?
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Simple Answer. It’s not.
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And therein lies the risk.
We are sitting on a long road toward faster and
faster communications. Putting a stamp on a letter
today feels like sending a message by pony express.
Quick, Quicker, Quickest is the message, and we
hate to look like we are behind the curve on speed.
But there are dangers.
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A recent case of a lawyer in Nebraska who succumbed to using Facebook messenger
as his primary means of communication in responding to his client, who in all fairness
did message him on facebook. The lawyer’s mistake was answering on facebook and
in doing so adopting the whole breezy informal tone that implies.
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/lawyer_advised_client_relax_facebook_sus
pension
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Here are some of the lawyer’s messages in response to
the client’s request for information:
Now this lawyer may have “promptly complied” to his
client’s request for information in a way the client was
comfortable with, but at the end of the day this lawyer
was disciplined by his State Bar because he wasn’t really
communicating as is required under part (b) of the Rule
((b) A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent
reasonably necessary to permit the client to make
informed decisions regarding the representation)
(90 days suspension and 1 year of probation).
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While it may be fast to respond to client’s demands and
questions on social media or by text—fast is not always
good.
Fast will rarely satisfy your duty under 1.03 (b) regarding
communication with the client. Not only are you less
likely to take the time to think through and prepare a
proper response (remember, lawyers get paid to think),
communicating via social media or text makes it very
difficult to provide the lengthy and detailed explanations
often required to adequately advise the client. It also
makes it nearly impossible to document and preserve
the communication in case you need it later.
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• If you don’t want clients to complain that you are not
promptly complying with reasonable requests for
information as you are required to do under part (a)
and you want to carve out time and space for
yourself to adequately respond as part (b) requires-you need to establish at the outset that the attorneyclient relationship--is different than other
relationships—and different from what they might
expect. They need to know:
• You use different forms of communication for security
and record keeping purposes.
• You have a different time frame for responses to their
requests for information because you are giving
important advice--and you don’t expect or want an
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immediate response from them most of the time
because they need to carefully consider the advice
you are giving.
• All of this is not because you’re lazy, but because you
have professional obligations that require you to keep
good records and take time to respond.
• AND DO LIKE THE CUSTOMER SERVICE ROBOTS DO –
acknowledge, but respond later, and document their
communication to you, something like: “I got your
text. I’ll get back to you by email tomorrow/next
week/after I do some research.”
• Consider putting something in your fee agreement
about the forms of communication that you will use
and that your anticipated response time is not
immediate.
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Finally a word on technical matters. You can’t rely
on all the new technology if you haven’t mastered
it.
A Recent example of a technological failure
occurred June, when a Federal Judge for the
Eastern District of Wisconsin dismissed a case as a
sanction for a lawyer’s failure to produce his client
at his deposition—the Lawyer claimed the notice
went to his Junk Mail and he never received it.
Same case—The same lawyer did not get his
client’s disclosures timely served on the opposing
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party, a University, because the University’s email
network was set up to reject large files and his
email’s attachment exceeded the maximum size.
Apparently by the time the email got kicked back
to the attorney who sent it--the disclosure
deadline had passed.
The Court has yet to Rule on the attorneys’ motion
asking the Judge to reconsider his dismissal based
on these facts.
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/lawyer_s
ays_he_missed_deposition_because_email_went_
to_his_junk_mail_folder/?utm_source=maestro
Do you know how your mail service provider filters
Spam? Are you in charge of filtering or did you just
accept the defaults? Do you know how your IT
people handle email? Do you know the size limits
on what you can send and receive? Do the people
who send things on your behalf know all of these
things? If not you are asking for trouble.
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Because we live in a world where we are encouraged to
promote ourselves endlessly, it is easy to forget that
client confidences come before bragging about our
accomplishments.
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CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION: Is a term of art, and
covers even those things that are not
“confidential” in the sense the word is used in
other legal contexts.
”Virtually any information relating to a case
should be considered confidential [under Rule
1.05]” Phoenix founders, Inc. v
Marshall, 887 S.W.2d 831, 834 (Tex. 1994).
See Perillo v. Johnson, 205 F.3d 775, 799 (5th Cir.
2000)(applying Texas law)
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(Preamble to Rules paragraph 12: “But there are some
duties, such as of that of confidentiality, that may attach before a client-lawyer
relationship has been established.”)
(Guide to Texas Rules at 90 and Rule 1.05 Cmt. 14.)

Most lawyers, if they stopped to think about it—
know that everything they learn from or about the
client from the time he or she first seeks legal
advice is confidential. Everything—including the
fact that they are your client.
The problem is, that in the world of 24/7
lawyering—we often don’t have time—or take the
time– to “stop and think” before posting, texting,
blogging, or even emailing.
In those instances, client confidentiality is usually
one of the first things to go.
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We used to think accidentally hitting “Reply All” to an
email was our biggest risk in keeping client
confidentiality.
Every form of social media now poses new and
additional risks.
Example: Tweeting about your long day in a certain
Court and how great you did or did not do. Anyone who
wanted to know what this was about could easily look
up your name in the Court’s docket to see who your
client is and what it was about, and, further, look to see
what Order was entered that day if they really wanted to
know how you did. While this is probably already public
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information, most people would not be interested in
looking it up if it were not brought to their attention by
the tweet.
Example: Your clients follow you on Facebook, and
anyone who knows how to look at your Firm’s followers
can see who they are—potentially disclosing your client
list. This includes not only busybodies but third party
marketers and others who you probably don’t want to
have your client’s information. At a minimum you don’t
want them to have gotten it from you.
ABA issued advisory opinion: Formal Opinion 477R* May 11, 2017

Revised May 22, 2017 concerning the security of email communications:
“Securing Communication of Protected Client Information"
A lawyer generally may transmit information relating to the representation of a client
over the internet without violating the Model Rules of Professional Conduct where
the lawyer has undertaken reasonable efforts to prevent inadvertent or unauthorized
access. However, a lawyer may be required to take special security precautions to
protect against the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of client information when
required by an agreement with the client or by law, or when the nature of the
information requires a higher degree of security.”

https://www.americanbar.org/publications/litigationnews/top-stories/2017/aba-provides-ethical-advice-toprotect-electronic-communication.html
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Example: Earlier this year Laurence Tribe Tweeted
about a meeting he had with Donald Trump—From
the text of the Tweet it seems pretty clear that he
did not have Mr. Trump’s permission to tweet
about their meeting.
While Professor Tribe was “figuring out” if it was
privileged or not, the legal community, including
the academic community, was all over the internet
deriding him for his carelessness and many were
quick to point out that the mere fact that there
was a meeting at all was likely privileged. At a
minimum it was confidential, since Tribe admits
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Trump was seeking legal advice. Some went to far
as to say Tribe should have been disbarred as a
result of his carelessness.
Isn’t the temptation in the age of endless selfpromotion to do what Tribe did—we are
encouraged to brag about everything on social
media—what we eat, where we go, who we meet
with?
When it involves a client—this kind of bragging
likely violates the rule against disclosing client
confidences.
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What about when our clients have something to say
about US on the internet?
The internet allows consumers to publish instant reviews
and comments about
goods or services. Once posted, consumer reviews are
usually searchable, easily
accessible to other potential consumers, and effectively
permanent.
If you solicit reviews that’s one kind of problem, but
what about reviews you don’t like? What can you do
about those?
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The Professional Ethics Committee addressed this
question in August 2016
https://www.legalethicstexas.com/EthicsResources/Opinions/Opinion-662.aspx
FACTS: A former client posted negative comments
about a Texas lawyer on an internet review site.
The lawyer believes that the client’s comments are
false. The lawyer is considering posting a public
response that reveals only enough information to
rebut the allegedly false statements.
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The answer is No, and the reason is the lawyer’s duty of
confidentiality.
Or, to put it a little more formally (from the Opinion):
The general public is relatively free to respond to
negative reviews online as they see fit; however, a
lawyer’s duty of confidentiality limits the information
the lawyer may reveal in a public response.
No exception in Rule 1.05 allows a lawyer to reveal
information in a public forum
in response to a former client’s negative review.
CONCLUSION
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Under the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct, a Texas lawyer may
not publish a response to a former client’s negative review on the internet if the
response
reveals any confidential information, i.e., information protected by the lawyer-client
privilege, or otherwise relating to a client or furnished by the client, or acquired by the
lawyer during the course of or by reason of the representation of the client. The
lawyer
may post a proportional and restrained response that does not reveal any
confidential
information or otherwise violate the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct.
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The committee suggested this would be an
acceptable proportional and restrained
response (taken by the committee from a
Pennsylvania Bar Association Ethics Opinion on
the same question).
The committee adds that nothing in the
opinion is intended to suggest that a lawyer
cannot sue the former client for defamation.
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These rules are found under Part 7 of the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct— the ”Ad Rules” for short—
Part 7 contains information pertaining to nearly every type of communication and
contact that an attorney may make to the general public or a potential client. We are
going to focus on a few key points directly related to your day to day use of the
internet and social media to advertise and communicate with the general public.
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/committees_comm
issions/ethicsandprofessionalresponsibility/mrpc_rule71_72_73_74_75.html
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Of course, Commercial Speech is subject to less
protection than other types of speech and the goal
is to protect the general public.
Texans Against Censorship, Inc. v. State Bar of
Texas, 888 F. Supp. 1328, 1342 (E.D. Tex. 1995)
provided the standard quoted above.
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Commercial Speech in this context is speech that “suggests the lawyer’s professional
services are available for hire.”
If your web page, tweet, status update or other internet post says “I’m available for
hire” -- or, more commonly put--if you are “beckoning business?” then it is a public
media advertisement covered by the Ad Rules.
The good news is that whether or not you are “beckoning business” is not
determined by your subjective intent—but rather by the actual content of the
message.
Texans Against Censorship, Inc. v. State Bar of Texas, 888 F. Supp. 1328, 1342 (E.D. Tex.
1995)
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Why do we care so much about defining Public Media Advertising? Because Public
Media Advertising is what is subject to the Ad Rules and what must be submitted to
the ARC for review and approval unless specifically exempted.
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Advertisement is Defined as: Any communication to the general public prepared for
the purpose of seeking paid professional employment.
Comment 1 to Rule 7.07

The Internet under Rule 7.02 must be defined as broadly as possible, since it is an
ever expanding universe of ways to communicate and connect with prospective
clients and the General Public
Web page
Social media, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn
Banner advertisements
Google ads
Blogs
Anything else on the internet
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The Ad Rules include lists of things that you must not do in your Public Media
Advertising and they are found in Rule 7.02
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“Don’t lie” is more complicated than you might think. Here’s a list of possible
misrepresentations –some of which you can find being violated all over the internet
in a 30 second Google search of attorney websites—
(PARAPHRASED from Rule 7.02.)
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The Ad Rules include a list of things that attorneys shall not do in Public Media
Advertising:
Occupation Code: governs lawyer referal services:
http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/docs/OC/htm/OC.952.htm
Co-Op Advertising would violate Rule 7.04(o)(5), which prohibits lawyers from
advertising as part of an advertising cooperative or venture of two or more lawyers
not in the same firm unless each such advertisement does not otherwise violate the
Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct.
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And finally, the Ad Rules require that certain Advertisements in the Public Media be
submitted to the ARC for review
What must be submitted:
7.07(a): Solicitations sent to one or more specific prospective clients
7.07(b) Advertisements in the Public Media
7.07(c) Websites
What is exempt from submission:
Anything that is not commercial speech is exempt under the holdings in Ohralik v.
Ohio State Bar Ass’n.
Anything that goes only to other lawyers, because as noted above, these are not
“advertisements in the public media.”
Finally, advertisements that include only the exempt factual information listed in Rule
7.07(e) do not have to be submitted for review
traditionally called “Tombstone” Advertising—it includes only your basic name,
address, phone number stuff found in a typical directory—–dates of admission to the
bar, federal courts, foreign language ability, acceptance of credit cards, consult fee,
other publicly available information.
While they are NOT an adjudicative entity, and the ARC can:
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- File a grievance as the complaintant if they determine that the rules have been
violated, and
- Assess a fine for failure to submit an ad to them for review and approval.
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From Interpretive Comment 17.D.“Blogs or status updates considered to be
educational or informational in nature are not required to be filed with the
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Advertising Review
Department. However, attorneys should be careful to ensure that such
postings do not meet the definition of an advertisement subject to the filing
requirements.”
REMEMBER, the blog content is only one part of the Blog Page. If the information
about the Author that appears on the side or at the bottom says “Hire me!” in big
letters, you are beckoning business--your blog has just crossed into advertising
territory—and you will have to submit each one and wait for approval from the
ARC before hitting “Post”.
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Almost all of the standard techniques for advertising on the internet will include
something that runs afoul of the Ad Rules.
Internet ads, like other ads, are based on exaggeration, which is not permissible.
Web site developers and marketers love bold statements (Best in Town) and stock
photos of clients or lawyers, none of which are allowed.
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Then there is the slippery slope of the basic listing service. It seems innocent at first—
just claim your profile and confirm your information is correct. But then the calls from
the sales people start coming--asking “don’t you want an “enhanced” listing, adding
more information, maybe a slogan or two? How about we send you some clients?
What starts as a basic listing service or attorney directory can easily turn into the sort
of advertising that needs to be submitted to the ARC for review if you are not careful.
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You can be confident about not submitting a listing if you stick to the basics.
Traditionally called “Tombstone” advertising--this is the information that you should
feel free to go ahead and use to populate your profiles on every social media site and
listing service—it is exempt from submission to the ARC—check out the list in Rule
7.07(e).
It includes your basic name, address, phone number stuff found in a typical directory
(or your business card)—–dates of admission to the bar, federal courts, foreign
language ability, acceptance of credit cards, consult fee, other publicly available
information.
Because this sort of information is unlikely to mislead the general public, it is exempt
from the ARC submission requirement.
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If you have a real question about whether or not something you have put on the
internet needs to be approved by the ARC--Apply this 3-pronged filter, which will help
you from falling into some of the unique traps presented by Social Media sites and
listing services.
This filter was suggested by Gene Major, the State Bar Staff member in charge of the
Ad Review Department (and ARC).
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Speaking of fee-sharing-The New Jersey Committee on Ethics last month found that the “Avvo Legal
Services” plan is an impermissible fee-sharing and referral service in which
New Jersey lawyers may not participate.
This is not the Avvo “attorney directory” in which every attorney in the
State is listed.
It is the “Avvo Legal Services” plan that attorneys must sign up to
participate in.
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The way it works is this: Avvo customers can pay a flat fee for a variety of
basic legal services offered by Avvo’s participating lawyers. A lawyer provides
the service and receives the flat fee from Avvo. So far so good.
However, after that transaction is complete, Avvo, in a separate transaction,
takes what it calls a “marketing fee” ($10.00) back from the attorney.
The New Jersey committee calls that “marketing fee” both impermissible feesharing between a lawyer and non lawyer, and an impermissible referral
service under their Rules.
"When the lawyers pay a fee to the company based on the retention of the
lawyer by the client or the establishment of an attorney-client relationship, the
answer to the inquiry is simple: the company operates an impermissible
referral service," the committee said.
New Jersey joins Ohio, South Carolina and Pennsylvania who have previously
found the “Avvo Legal Services” plan to be an impermissible fee-
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sharing and/or referral service under their Rules.
New Jersey also looked at LegalZoom and Rocket Lawyer. They each offer a
subscription program to customers for a flat fee, which then entitles the
customer to reduced fee legal services by lawyers participating in the
program. Lawyers do not pay to participate, and none of the subscription fee
paid by the customer goes to the lawyers. This was not found to be
impermissible fee-sharing but they were both in violation of a New Jersey Rule
requiring them to register with the Courts in New Jersey prior to offering such
services.
Texas Rule 5.04 (nearly identical to the New Jersey Rule) forbids sharing fees
with non-lawyers,—and the Avvo Legal Services plan is most likely an
impermissible fee-sharing arrangement for Texas lawyers as well. It may also
be an impermissible referral service under Texas Rule 7.03.
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/avvo_vio
lates_nj_ethics_rules_banning_fee_sharing_lawyer
Jersey ethics opinion

_referral_paymentsNew
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Lastly—I would be remiss if I didn’t mention a concern about handling client
funds in conjunction with payments from a client referral service. The IOLTA
or Trust Fund rules apply to all of us, always. Once AVVO takes the client’s
money—is it earned? Or does it need to go into a Trust Account of the type
that complies with the laws governing Trust Accounts in the State of Texas.
Good question.
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It’s easy to get caught up in the minutia of the Ad Rules when you are thinking about
your internet presence. However you need to remember that every interaction with
clients and the general public must meet the standards under all of the Ethics Rules.
Grievance can happen for violating any one of these rules so
(1) Know the rules – read them over and over again throughout your practice, and
(2) Relentlessly monitor your internet and social media presence for possible
violatins, whether made by you, someone on your behalf or a third party posting or
commenting about you.
GOOD NEWS: Note: The ABA Standing Committee on Professionalism has proposed
amending the ABA Model Rules 7.1-7.5—working for over 3 years, deadline for
comments on final draft was March 2017 so hopefully they will issue a final revision
soon.
From Committee’s April 2016 report: “The Committee's initial report, dated June 22,
2015, addressed concerns about overly restrictive and inconsistent state regulation of
lawyer advertising, particularly in relation to today's diverse and innovative forms of
electronic media advertising.”
“In fact, the ABA historically expressed concern about in-person solicitation assuming
a lawyer may overwhelm a potential client and that, given the verbal nature of the
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exchange, it may be unclear what the lawyer said or what the prospective client
reasonably inferred. However, that rationale does not apply to electronic
communications, such as text messaging and posting on social media and in chat
rooms, where there are verbatim logs or records of the communications that
preserve the lawyer-prospective client exchange, and where the consumer can simply
delete/ignore the exchange.”
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These pressures are enough, but its been this way as long as any of us have
been practicing—and we probably knew what we were getting into when we
started.
Can it get any worse?
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Yes. Add the 24/7 label and it can mean disaster.
The statistics are sobering.
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Attorneys have problems with substance abuse.
A study published in the Journal of Addiction Medicine in 2016 found that:
Attorneys experience problematic drinking that is hazardous, harmful, or otherwise
generally consistent with alcohol use disorders at a rate much higher than other
populations. These levels of problematic drinking have a strong association with both
personal and professional characteristics, most notably sex, age, years in practice,
position within firm, and work environment. Depression, anxiety, and stress are also
significant problems for this population and most notably associated with the same
personal and professional characteristics.
The Prevalence of Substance Use and Other Mental Health Concerns Among
American Attorneys
Krill, Patrick R. JD, LLM; Johnson, Ryan MA; Albert, Linda MSSW
Journal of Addiction Medicine: February 2016 - Volume 10 - Issue 1 - p 46–52
doi: 10.1097/ADM.0000000000000182
Original Research
2016 report, from the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation and the American Bar
Association, analyzed the responses of 12,825 licensed, practicing attorneys across 19
states.
Over all, the results showed that about 21 percent of lawyers qualify as problem
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drinkers, while 28 percent struggle with mild or more serious depression and 19
percent struggle with anxiety.. Eighty-five percent of all the lawyers surveyed had
used alcohol in the previous year. (For comparison sake, about 65 percent of the
general population drinks alcohol.)
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WITH DEPRESSION:
Lawyers are also prone to depression, which the American Psychological Association,
among others, identified as the most likely trigger for suicide. Lawyers are 3.6 times
more likely to suffer from depression than non-lawyers.
2014 CNN: http://www.cnn.com/2014/01/19/us/lawyer-suicides/index.html
See: What Makes Lawyers Happy?: A Data-Driven Prescription to Redefine
Professional Success
83 George Washington Law Review 554 (2015)
FSU College of Law, Public Law Research Paper No. 667
74 Pages Posted: 22 Feb 2014 Last revised: 13 May 2015
Lawrence S. Krieger
Florida State University College of Law
Kennon M. Sheldon
University of Missouri at Columbia - Department of Psychological Sciences
Date Written: May 12, 2015
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2398989
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WITH SUICIDE:
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention provided CNN with the latest available
data on suicide deaths by profession. Lawyers ranked fourth when the proportion of
suicides in that profession is compared to suicides in all other occupations in the study
population (adjusted for age).They come right behind dentists, pharmacists and
physicians.
Story 2014 CNN: http://www.cnn.com/2014/01/19/us/lawyer-suicides/index.html
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Pass it on.
The Texas Lawyers Assistance Program (TLAP) “provides confidential help for lawyers,
law students, and judges who have problems with substance abuse and/or mental
health issues.” Its confidential hotline can be reached any time of day or night at
800/343-8527.
According to Linda Klien of the ABA-the ABA recommends one hour of CLE every 3
years that focuses on mental health. Maybe that needs to be increased?
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We are a self-regulated profession. Let’s take care of ourselves, and each other, and
let’s be careful out there.

JMH
7/9/17
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https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/15/business/lawyers-addiction-mentalhealth.html?utm_source=pocket&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=pockethits&
_r=0
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QUESTIONS? Contact us
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